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Abstract
Autism spectrum disorder comprises several neurodevelopmental conditions presenting symp-
toms in social communication and restricted, repetitive behaviors. A major roadblock for drug
development for autism is the lack of robust behavioral signatures predictive of clinical efficacy.
To address this issue, we further characterized, in a uniform and rigorous way, mousemodels
of autism that are of interest because of their construct validity and wide availability to the
scientific community. We implemented a broad behavioral battery that included but was not
restricted to core autism domains, with the goal of identifying robust, reliable phenotypes ame-
nable for further testing. Here we describe comprehensive findings from two knownmouse
models of autism, obtained at different developmental stages, using a systematic behavioral
test battery combining standard tests as well as novel, quantitative, computer-vision based sys-
tems. The first mousemodel recapitulates a deletion in human chromosome 16p11.2, found in
1% of individuals with autism. The second mouse model harbors homozygous null mutations
inCntnap2, associated with autism and Pitt-Hopkins-like syndrome. Consistent with previous
results, 16p11.2 heterozygous null mice, also known as Del(7Slx1b-Sept1)4Aamweighed less
than wild type littermates displayed hyperactivity and no social deficits.Cntnap2 homozygous
null mice were also hyperactive, froze less during testing, showed amild gait phenotype and
deficits in the three-chamber social preference test, although less robust than previously pub-
lished. In the open field test with exposure to urine of an estrous female, however, theCntnap2
null mice showed reduced vocalizations. In addition,Cntnap2 null mice performed slightly bet-
ter in a cognitive procedural learning test. Although finding and replicating robust behavioral
phenotypes in animal models is a challenging task, such functional readouts remain important
in the development of therapeutics and we anticipate both our positive and negative findings
will be utilized as a resource for the broader scientific community.
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Introduction
The creation of mouse models of complex human diseases poses a formidable challenge, from
recapitulating the genetic or environmental insult, to the optimization of endpoint measures
chosen to maximize translational power for the development of therapeutics. The challenges,
which often lead to great variability of results across labs, include the different technologies
available for the generation of murine models, the varying mouse genetic backgrounds, and
putative differences in the experimental procedures used for phenotyping [1]. In addition, in
disorders of known partial or variable penetrance, environmental factors are thought to play a
major role. For example, the phenotype of murine models of Huntington’s disease has yielded
somewhat inconsistent results among different laboratories, despite the apparent simplicity of
the human genetic cause (a consistent expansion of a CAG repeat in the huntingtin gene). An
added difficulty arises in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) due to the enormous variety of
genetic factors, with an estimated 230–400 autism susceptibility genes (even more, depending
on the method of assessment [2–4]), in addition to environmental risk factors that are hypothe-
sized to contribute to the behavioral phenotypic spectrum.
Although robust mouse models exist for some syndromic forms of ASD, such as Fragile X
[5], models for ASD have been lagging behind due to the lack of knowledge about the underly-
ing genetic causes. While models based on pharmacological manipulation [6–8] or phenotypic
face validity have been available [9, 10], increased knowledge of the genetic architecture of ASD
has created an opportunity for the development of animal models of autism with construct and
etiological validity. As these latter models may provide a translational platform for drug devel-
opment, exploring their robustness is a matter of urgency and we, therefore, designed a project
to further study five relatively novel ASDmodels, two of which are described here.
Genes involved in ASD seem to disrupt synaptic function and lead to an imbalance between
excitatory and inhibitory control in brain circuits [11–13]. Synaptic cell adhesion molecules,
namely, neurexins, neuroligins and contactins, play a critical role in the formation and function
of synapses and are represented in this project by the Cntnap2 model. Scaffolding proteins,
also fundamental for synaptic function, are represented by inclusion of two different Shank3
models. Ion channels, such as potassium, sodium, and calcium channels are represented here
by inclusion of the Cacnac1c model. Signal transduction and transcription, namely, FMR1,
TSC1, PTEN, mTOR and MECP 2 were not included in this project although at least two of
these models, FMR1 and MECP2, are routinely used in drug screening projects due to their
very robust phenotype [14, 15]. Copy number variation and deletions are represented by the
16p11 deletion model. Other genes coding receptors, enzymes, and transport such as UBE3A,
were considered but not included do to unavailability.
Here we provide an extensive behavioral characterization and analysis of two mouse models
of autism, the 16p11.2 heterozygous null (16p11.2 df/+) and Cntnap2 homozygous null
(Cntnap2 -/-) mice, chosen because of their strong construct validity and the robust human
genetic evidence that implicate these loci in autism [16–21]. In addition, these models are
widely used in the scientific community (for example [22–24]) and freely available through
The Jackson Laboratories (http://www.jax.org/). Subsequent publications will describe addi-
tional models that were included within our broader project.
Microdeletions and microduplications at human chromosome 16p11.2 occur in approxi-
mately 1% of idiopathic ASD cases [16–18]. The most common deletion (from 29.5 Mb to
approximately 30.1 Mb, which covers approximately 600 kilobases involving 29 annotated
genes) has been reproducibly associated with ASD and epilepsy [19]. A sub-deletion of 200
kilobases (from 28.74 Mb to approximately 28.95 Mb) is also associated with developmental
delays and obesity [25, 26]. Individuals with a 16p11.2 deletion show wide phenotypic variation
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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ranging from mild to normal intellectual ability and frequently present language delays, cogni-
tive deficits, ASD, seizures, macrocephaly, and obesity [27–32]. This phenotypic variation is
assumed to arise from differences in genetic penetrance and genetic heterogeneity at other
interacting genetic loci [27, 31].
The 16p11.2 df/+ (also known as Del(7Slx1b-Sept1)4Aam) mice, engineered to mimic the
600 kb human deletion, are reported to have normal social behavior and grip strength, have
lower body weight than controls as neonates, display hyperactivity in a novel environment,
show disturbances in the diurnal rhythm, stereotypic behaviors and partial prenatal lethality
[22]. A 16p11.2 deletion model encompassing a slightly different syntenic region was also
reported to present hyperactivity, motor deficits and lack of habituation [23]. Germline trans-
mission is reduced in the C57B6/J pure background to the point that normal breeding is not
possible (Dr. Cathleen Lux, The Jackson Laboratory, and Dr. Nicholas Katsanis, Duke Univer-
sity; independent personal communication). Therefore, while we initially sought to character-
ize all models on the same C57B/6J background, the results described in this article for the
16p11.2 deletion model were obtained using a mixed (129/C57) background although the
model has been successfully bred onto a C57B6/N background (Taconic Farms, Dr. Alea Mills,
personal communication).
The Cntnap2 -/- mouse model was engineered to have the first exon of Cntnap2 replaced by
a neo gene, resulting in the absence of the CNTNAP2 protein in the brains in homozygous
mice [33]. Recessive loss-of-function mutations in CNTNAP2 cause Pitt-Hopkins-like syn-
drome [20, 34], symptoms of which include severe intellectual disability, lack of speech and sei-
zures. In addition, a homozygous single base pair deletion, resulting in a truncated protein, has
been shown to cause Recessive Symptomatic Focal Epilepsy, which presents with autistic symp-
toms and other characteristics including language regression, cortical dysplasia, epilepsy,
macrocephaly, diminished reflexes, hyperactivity, impulsivity, aggression, and intellectual dis-
ability [21].
A previous publication reported that Cntnap2 -/- mice had normal behavior in anxiety-like,
a visuo-spatial, startle and sensorimotor gating tests, but show decreased social preference,
abnormal neonatal ultrasonic vocalizations, increased grooming, decreased alternations in a T-
maze, and seizures. Mice were also hyperactive, showed faster reactions to pain stimulation,
and faster completion of an olfactory task. Surprisingly, they showed enhanced motor coordi-
nation in a rotarod task [24].
A number of papers investigating the reasons behind the failure in the translation to the
clinic of findings from preclinical trials, identified replication of the original findings to test the
robustness of a phenotype as an important way to reduce failure rate [35]. In principle, the
most robust models of autism should display replicable behavioral deficits in the core autism
domains, namely social behavior, communication, and behavioral flexibility [36], even when
tested by different laboratories, even when using slightly different experimental protocols [37].
We carried out a large phenotypic project to assess, replicate and extend the published phe-
notypes with the ultimate goal of setting up a drug screening battery for candidate therapeutics.
As such, we sought to confirm and extend published data in order to ensure a strong experi-
mental foundation of these important mouse models. We chose tests that measure social
behavior (the three-chamber and reciprocal social interaction), behavioral flexibility and repet-
itive behavior (T-maze discrimination reversal and marble burying), developmental milestones
(neonatal tests), vocalization (two tests measuring USV) and motor-gating (prepulse inhibition
of startle). In addition, we utilized two novel high-throughput technologies, NeuroCube and
SmartCube, which offer a comprehensive, unbiased, quantitative assessment of several
domains of relevance for ASD, and facilitate the discovery of novel aspects of the models’ phe-
notypes that can be exploited for future drug development and screening [1, 38, 39]. Our aim
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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was to identify robust, reliable behavioral signatures for possible future studies by taking a
broader approach that included tests of developmental milestones and sensorimotor function,
because early or ‘low-level’ differences may have downstream effects that impact interpretation
of results obtained from ‘higher level’ cognitive tests.
All mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory after being generously donated by the
principal investigators and their respective institutions that generated them. Breeder and
experimental animals were housed under enriched conditions (see Materials and Methods).
We present here an assessment of the 16p11.2 df/+ and Cntnap2 -/- murine models of autism
and compare results against those obtained in different labs.
Results
SmartCube
SmartCube is a high-throughput automated behavioral platform for rapid and comprehensive
phenotyping of mutant models and detection of behavior patterns influenced by drugs, muta-
tions, or any other manipulation. SmartCube employs computer vision and mechanical actua-
tors to detect spontaneous behavior and reactions to particular challenges such as motor,
startling and aversive stimuli. It was designed to capture readouts such as locomotion, rearing,
trajectory complexity, body posture and shape, simple behaviors, and behavioral sequences,
among others [38, 40–42]. In a phenotyping project, the difference between mutant and wild
type (WT) mice is assessed using supervised machine learning algorithms to comb the set of
more than 1400 features collected (see S4 Methods). To visualize and quantify results, data are
plotted in the 2D feature space that best separates the two groups, and the overlap between the
two datasets is used as discrimination index. To assess the robustness of the separation, the
machine learning algorithm is trained and tested many times with different data subsets using
correct and randomized labels. The overlap between the resulting distributions of discrimina-
tion indexes (training with either correct or randomized labels) is used to estimate the proba-
bility that the results could be due to chance.
The discrimination between the 16p11.2 WT and df/+ mice only reached 65% (Fig 1A and
1B; p< 0.11). The SmartCube measurements that showed comparatively larger differences
between 16p11.2 WT and df/+ mice, contributing to the small non-significant overall differ-
ence, were higher complexity of the locomotor trajectory and shorter latencies to approach a
visual stimulus in the df/+ compared to WT mice. Collectively, these characteristics are consis-
tent with a hyperactive phenotype in the df/+ mice (Fig 2; S5 Table).
In contrast, the discrimination values between the Cntnap2WT and Cntnap2 -/- mice
reached 88% (Fig 1C and 1D; p< .0001). The behavioral features that contributed to these val-
ues included higher complexity of the trajectory, more and faster locomotion, more short
steps, and increased frequency of abrupt movements. Collectively, these characteristics again
suggest a hyperactive phenotype in the mutant mice. In addition, the SmartCube analysis sug-
gested reduced motor competence, as seen by increased frequency of abrupt movements in the
Cntnap2 -/- mice (Fig 2C and 2D; S6 Table). Interestingly, all four top features showed similar
trends in the two models (Fig 2).
NeuroCube
Although motor abnormalities are not part of the core symptomatology of autism, it has been
reported that up to 79% of children with autism may have movement impairments [43, 44]
and there is evidence of underlying abnormal connectivity within the motor cortex [45].
Impairments are also observed in infant siblings of children with autism that are at high risk
for autism themselves [46], and are more common in concordant siblings with autism
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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compared to discordant sibling pairs [47]. As such, we used Neurocube to assess this highly
quantifiable behavior. NeuroCube is a gait analysis system that captures locomotion, gait
geometry and dynamics, and body motion, among other features [38]. The analysis of the Neu-
roCube features proceeds in the same manner as that described for SmartCube (see Materials
Fig 1. SmartCube found different degrees of separation between 16p11.2 df/+ and Cntnap2 -/- as compared to their control littermates. A & C: To
build a 2D representation of the multidimensional space in which the two groups are best separated, we first find statistically independent combinations of the
original features, pick the two new composite features (drf 1 and 2) that best discriminate between the two groups, and used them as x- and y-axes (see S4
Methods). As in Principal Component Analyses, these two axes represent the combinations of uncorrelated feature transforms that account for most of the
variance. Each dot represents either a WT (blue) or a mutant (red) mouse. The center, small and large ellipses are the mean, standard error and standard
deviation of the composite features for each group. The overlap between the groups is used to calculate the discrimination index, which measures how
reliably a classifier can be trained to discriminate between the two groups (the more overlap, the worse the discrimination). B & D: To estimate how likely it is
that such separation is simply due to chance, the obtained classifier is challengedmany times with correctly labeled samples (“WT” and “mutant”; see the
green distribution) or with randomized labels (blue distribution). The overlap between these two distributions (in red) represents the probability of obtaining
the observed discrimination by chance. A: The 16p11.2 df/+ standard deviation ellipse overlaps considerably with the WT control ellipse. Note the spread and
position variability of the individual mice; B: A 65% discrimination between 16p11.2 df/+ andWTmice could be found by chance with p < .12; C: The Cntnap2
-/- model separates well from the WT group; D: A 88% discrimination index for the Cntnap2 -/- versusWT comparison can be found by chance with p < .0002.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g001
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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Fig 2. SmartCube found the behavioral features that showed larger contributions to an overall discrimination. A: Both 16p11.2 df/+ mice and
Cntnap2 -/- tended to freeze less than their correspondingWTmice; B: Both 16p11.2 df/+ and Cntnap2 -/- mice tended to approach a stimulus faster than
their correspondingWTmice; C: Cntnap2 -/- mice showed considerably more abrupt movements thanWTmice; D: Cntnap2 -/- showed more locomotion
bouts as compared to the WTmice.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g002
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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and Methods and S4 Methods) although, for this technology, different domains can be ana-
lyzed separately (Table 1).
In NeuroCube 16p11.2 df/+ mice showed significant differences overall (Fig 3A and 3B;
Table 1), particularly in gait, paw image, and paw position. Investigation of gait features
revealed that the length of the stride was not different, but the durations of the stride and stance
were slightly reduced at P60 (Fig 4; Table 1). Hind base seemed wider for the 16p11.2 df/+ than
for the WT mice. The percent of time corresponding to the swing phase was not different
between the two groups. The paw area was apparently smaller in the df/+ mice although the
paw image intensity was not particularly different (apart from an apparent reduction in the
hind limb paw intensity at P30; S7 Table).
To investigate if the apparent differences in gait were due to increased speed, we plotted and
analyzed stride duration as a function of speed (Fig 5A and 5B). Linear regressions after log-log
transformations (to ensure linearity) were robust and there were significant differences in
stride duration between for the WT and mutant mouse data. The differences, however, were
driven mainly by extreme values (in particular, the two or three slower df/+ mice). This sug-
gests that faster speed lead to a reduction in stride duration within each group and also that df/
+ mice had slightly reduced stride length over and above speed effects. Similarly, we investi-
gated if the differences in paw image were an indication of some underlying neurological deficit
or secondary to a reduced body weight (as lower body weight translates onto less pressure
exerted on the apparatus surface and reduced intensity and image). The scattergram of the
front paw image area as a function of body weight shows that 16p11.2 df/+ mice are smaller
and their paws produce a proportionally smaller image (Fig 5C and 5D). Regressions within
each group were robust but there were no significant differences between the regression lines
of the two groups showing that paw image differences reflect mainly body weight differences.
Cntnap2 -/- mice showed significant differences overall, particularly in locomotor speed
and gait (Fig 3C and 3D; Table 1). Investigation of gait features revealed that the length of the
stride was not different, but the durations of the stride and stance were reduced as compared to
the WT mice (Fig 4). Hind base width also appeared reduced (see S8 Table for statistics). The
swing phase of a step was slightly longer at P60. The surface covered by the paws was not differ-
ent, but the intensity of the paw image was very slightly reduced in the Cntnap2 -/- mice. This
Table 1. NeuroCube Results at P30 and P60.
16p11.2 Cntnap2
Domain P30 P60 P30 P60
All features 89%* 83%* 84%* 83%*
Average speed 56% 70% 78%* 78%*
Gait 67% 73%* 88%* 92%*
Imaging 81%* 74%* 63% 71%
Rhythm 63% 61% 57% 68%
Body position 58% 53% 54% 56%
Paw position 90%* 72%* 63% 54%
Analysis of NeuroCube data showed that the 16p11.2 df/+ mice were signiﬁcantly different from the WT
control mice overall, and, in particular, for paw imaging and position features. Gait was different only at
P60. The Cntnap2 -/- mice were also different overall and, in particular, in their speed and gait features.
The numbers shown are the maximal discrimination found between the two groups.
*Indicates that the associated p-value was less than .05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.t001
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pattern of results suggests that the overall discrimination relied on increased locomotor speed
in the Cntnap2 -/- mice and slightly less time in contact with the floor at P60. Indeed, a scatter-
gram of the stride duration as a function of speed supported such a view: Cntnap2 -/- mice
were faster and their stride duration was proportionally shorter (Fig 5).
Fig 3. NeuroCube found similar degrees of separation between 16p11.2 df/+ and Cntnap2 -/- as compared to their correspondingWT control
littermates. A & C: To build a 2D representation of the multidimensional space in which the two groups are best separated, we first find statistically
independent combinations of the original features, pick the two new composite features (drf 1 and 2) that best discriminate between the two groups, and used
them as x- and y-axes (see S4 Methods). As in Principal Component Analyses, these two axes represent the uncorrelated feature transformations that
account for most of the variance. Each dot represents either a WT (blue) or a mutant (red) mouse. The center, small and large ellipses are the mean,
standard error and standard deviation of the composite features for each group. The overlap between the groups is used to calculate the discrimination index,
which indicates how reliably a classifier can be trained to discriminate between the two groups (the more overlap, the worse the discrimination). B & D: To
estimate how likely it is that such separation is simply due to chance, the obtained classifier is challenged many times with correctly labeled samples (“WT”
and “mutant”; see the green distribution) or with randomized labels (blue distribution). The overlap between these two distributions (in red) represents the
probability of obtaining the observed discrimination by chance. A: At P30 the 16p11.2 df/+ standard deviation ellipse overlapped to a small extent with theWT
control ellipse; B: An 89% discrimination between 16p11.2 df/+ andWTmice could be found by chance with p< .0003; C: At P30 the Cntnap2 -/- model
separated well from the WT group; D: An 84% discrimination index can be found by chance with p< .003.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g003
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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As before, to investigate if the apparent differences in gait were due to increased speed, we
plotted and analyzed stride duration as a function of speed (Fig 5A and 5B). Linear regressions
were robust and there were significant differences between for the WT and mutant mouse data
especially at P60 (whereas, at P30, regressions depended on inclusion of the extreme slower
and faster mice). Thus faster speed lead to a reduction in stride duration within each group, as
in the deletion model. Cntnap2 -/- mice had reduced stride length over and above speed effects
Fig 4. A: Stride duration was shorter for the Cntnap2 -/- mice thanWT controls at the two ages studied. In the 16p11.2 df/+ mice this was true only at
P60; B: Stance duration showed the same pattern. Data shown are means ± SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g004
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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at P60. Similarly, we investigate if the differences in paw image were secondary to reduced
body weight (Fig 5C and 5D). Regressions within each group were again robust but there were
no significant differences between the regression lines of the two groups showing again that
paw image differences reflect body weight differences.
Development
We describe in this section important milestones of development and health with associated
behavioral measures. Before P7, behaviors and physiological measures cluster around three
independent axes: motor (locomotion, rolling on a side, rearing, and jumping), thermoregula-
tion and associated measures (baseline, post-test temperature and body weight), and anxiety-
like responses (i.e., USVs and pivoting) [48]. Around P9, grooming appears as a fourth inde-
pendent axis and, around P15, the thermoregulation and anxiety-like clusters fuse into one,
coinciding with the maturation of the adrenal-pituitary axis and the appearance of a cold-stress
endocrine response [49]. Given that the 16p11.2 model background is hybrid while the
Cntnap2 is pure inbred, we were not surprised to find that the above mentioned domains and
their developmental time-course differed between genetic background strains. In addition to
Fig 5. Correlation analysis of gait features as a function of speed or body weight. A & B: Stride duration as measured in NeuroCube showed a non-
linear correlation with locomotor speed, i.e., the faster a mouse runs the shorter the stride duration. The lines show power regressions, which provided the
best fit; C & D: The surface of the front paw image was linearly related to the body weight of the mouse suggesting that differences in this top feature could be
secondary to differences in body weight, in particular for the 16p11.2 df/+ mice as they weigh significantly less than their controls (Fig 6B).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g005
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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the behavioral battery described here, research assistants and animal care staff personnel han-
dling the experimental subjects and breeders did not report any noteworthy behaviors through
development and adulthood, such as seizures.
Body weight. 16p11.2 df/+ mice weighed less than corresponding WT mice and this dif-
ference became more pronounced with age (Fig 6 and S9 Table), and is consistent with other
published reports [22, 23]. Adult but not neonate Cntnap2 -/- mice gained weight at a slightly
lower rate than WTmice, and were significantly lighter than WT mice at P90 (Fig 6 and S10
Table). The mixed 129/C57 background groups were overall heavier than the C57 groups.
Milk content. At an early age, milk content is a good indicator of the ability of the pups to
nurse and therefore of their short-term health. Fewer 16p11.2 df/+ pups were seen with clear
indication of milk content at P4, as compared to corresponding WT mice; however, these dif-
ferences were gone by P7. For Cntnap2 -/- mice, milk was visible at P4 and P7 and was not dif-
ferent from corresponding WTmice (S9 and S10 Tables).
Eye opening. 16p11.2 WT and df/+ pups had both eyes opened at P13, regardless of geno-
type. In contrast, very few Cntnap2 -/- mice had eyes open at this age, suggesting the C57 back-
ground is associated with slightly delayed development as compared to a mixed 129/C57
background (S9 and S10 Tables).
Ultrasonic vocalizations. Pups’ ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) likely serve a functional
purpose and reflect negative affect during maternal isolation, and therefore are of interest for
the assessment of normative (social) development [48]. Although it was initially proposed that
the calls were part of a thermogenic strategy [50], there is no doubt that there is a strong social
and emotional component [51–53]. There were very large differences between the two genetic
backgrounds of the two different mouse models, although there were no genotypic differences
(Fig 7A; S11 and S12 Tables). Mice in the mixed C57/129 background (16p11.2 df/+ and WT)
showed an expected increase in vocalizations up to P7, and then a decrease [48], whereas the
C57 background strain (Cntnap2 -/- and WT) was associated with very low call frequency at all
ages, although it increased from P4 to P15.
Activity. Locomotion significantly increased with age in both models, modulated by
genetic background but not by genotype (S5 Fig; S11 and S12 Tables). Pivoting is associated
with the number of ultrasonic calls, as it may serve to help to propagate the sound in different
directions [48]. Despite the close association of USVs with pivoting, the time courses in
16p11.2 df/+ and WTmice differed: pivoting was maximal at P4 and decreased with age,
whereas the number of ultrasonic vocalizations peaked at P7. Cntnap2 -/- and WTmice
showed increased pivoting as a function of age (Fig 7B and S12 Table). Rearing is used as a
measure of general activity and, sometimes, exploration. Rearing and grooming were not
observed until P15, when pups are more mobile and have better motor coordination. Neither
measure showed any genotype effect.
In addition to activity, we measured different aspects of motor coordination, since deficits
in this domain may be early signs of autism [54] and have been used in the characterization of
related animal models [55].
The geotaxis (or gravitaxis) test measures motor coordination and the geotactic reflex in
response to gravitational pull and occurs only during the first week of development. Young
pups attempt to turn to an upward position when placed downward on a slope while older
pups develop more mature behaviors such as walking sideways or downwards, or jumping.
16p11.2 df/+ mice completed marginally fewer turns than their WT control mice at P7 (p<
.051), because they tended to show no behavioral reaction, but not because they fell more fre-
quently (Table 2 and S13 Table). At P15, Cntnap2 -/- mice walked down more than WTmice
suggesting a mature response and maybe higher activity levels (Table 2 and S14 Table).
16p11.2 andCntnap2Models of ASD
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Righting is a measure of motor coordination and a response to proprioception. There were
notable differences between the two genetic backgrounds, with the mixed genetic background
showing a more mature response (more frequent and faster righting) than the C57 strain (Fig
8A and 8B). 16p11.2 df/+ mice righted themselves significantly fewer times than the WTmice
at P4 and took longer to right thanWTmice at P4 and P7. Cntnap2 -/- mice righted themselves
significantly fewer times but, when they did so, were faster than WTmice at P7. During the iso-
lation test, as pups walk around, they occasionally roll onto their side, a behavior possibly
indicative of weak motor coordination, although it could be secondary to higher activity levels
[48]. Here we only observed rolling at P4 (S13 and S14 Tables). There were no significant dif-
ferences between 16p11.2 df/+ and WTmice. Cntnap2 -/- pups rolled significantly more than
WT control pups (Fig 8C).
Fig 6. Body weight during neonatal (A) and postnatal (B) periods. Simple main effect analysis following a significant Genotype x Age interaction showed
significant reductions as compared to correspondingWT controls. Note errors bars are hidden by the graphing symbols. Data shown are means ± SEM. (**p
< .01, ***p < .001).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g006
Fig 7. Isolation-induced vocalization and behavior. During the isolation test mice were separated from the dams and individually tested in a clean cage. A:
Neonatal ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) were more frequent in the 16p11.2WT and df/+ mice than in the Cntnap2WT and-/- mice, although there were no
genotypic differences for either model; B: Pivoting, normally associated with the production of USVs, did not show genotypic differences either. Data shown
are means ± SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g007
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Table 2. The Geotaxis Test for the Two Models at the Three Ages Studied.
16p11.2 WT 16p11.2 df/+ Cntnap2WT Cntanp2 -/-
Age P4 P7 P15 P4 P7 P15 P4 P7 P15 P4 P7 P15
Percent falls 12.5 0.0 12.5 18.8 3.1 6.3 25.0 11.4 4.5 30.4 21.7 0.0
Percent turns 43.8 56.3 18.8 25.0 21.9 18.8 6.8 9.1 72.7 15.2 10.9 56.8
Percent walk down 0.0 0.0 68.8 0.0 0.0 71.9 0.0 0.0 13.6 0.0 2.2 43.2
Percent no reaction 43.8 43.8 0.0 56.3 75.0 3.1 68.2 79.5 9.1 54.3 65.2 0.0
Mice were placed on an inclined plane and their behavior was observed. A fall indicates lack of coordination whereas a turn indicates a geotactic reﬂex
response. After P7 this reﬂex is lost and other behaviors appear, such as walking down the plane or sideways.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.t002
Fig 8. Motor coordination and thermoregulation during the neonatal test. In the righting test mice are placed upside down three times and allowed to
right until they are on all four limbs. During the isolation test the number of times mice fall on their sides or roll is used as another measure of motor
coordination. Thermoregulation is measured by taking axillary temperature before and after the isolation test. A: Number of righting successes; B: righting
latency; C: Number of rolls on a side; D: Difference between the axillary temperature measurements before and after the isolation test. Data shown are
means ± SEM. (*p < .05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g008
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Thermoregulation. This is a measure of homeostatic regulation, which is weak during the
first two postnatal weeks until animals become homoeothermic around P14 [49]. Pups lose
temperature rapidly during the 3–4 minute period in which they are handled and isolated for
behavioral observations. There were no significant differences between genotypes for either
model (Fig 8D and S5 Fig; S9 and S10 Tables). The pure C57 mice lost more heat than the
mixed background pups.
Tests of Social Behavior
Three-chamber test. The three-chamber test is a widely-used behavioral test to assess
sociability and social recognition [56]. Overall, in the present experiments, neither the 16p11.2
df/+ nor the Cntnap2 -/- mice showed clear social preference deficits in either phases of the
test. While the 16p11.2 df/+ results are consistent with published reports [22], our results with
the Cntnap2 -/- mice differ from published reports [24] as they rather point to differences in
the response to novel stimuli, which are not necessarily or exclusively social. Experimental dif-
ferences can account for or contribute to these discrepancies. During the initial habituation
testing phase, both the 16p11.2 df/+ and their WT controls explored one of the side chambers
slightly more than the other (S6 Fig; see S15 Table for all statistics), but to a similar extent in
both genotypes. During the sociability testing phase (presenting a choice between a mouse ver-
sus an object), the 16p11.2 df/+ mice did not show social deficits. That is, 16p11.2 df/+ and WT
mice spend more time in the social chamber than in the object chamber and sniffed the cup
with an unfamiliar mouse longer than the object cup to a equivalent degree (Figs 9A and 9B,
10A, and S6 Fig). Entries into the side chambers did not differ across stimuli or genotypes (S6
Fig). During the 3-chamber social recognition phase (presenting a choice between a familiar
and a novel mouse) the 16p11.2 df/+ mice did not show deficits either. 16p11.2 df/+ and WT
mice spent more time in the novel mouse chamber than in the familiar mouse chamber and
sniffed the novel mouse longer than the familiar mouse to an equivalent extent (Figs 9C and
9D, 10B, and S6 Fig). Entries into the side chambers did not differ across stimuli or genotypes
(S6 Fig).
Although Cntnap2 -/- mice displayed normal social behavior, they showed a clear difference
in the pattern of exploration of the apparatus both during the non-social and social phases of
the test. During the habituation phase, Cntnap2 -/- mice explored the side chambers less than
the WT mice (S6 Fig; see S16 Table for all statistics). During the sociability phase, Cntnap2 -/-
mice again spent less time than the WT mice in both side chambers, and sniffed the two stimu-
lus cups less. However, both Cntnap2 -/- and WT mice spent relatively more time in the social
chamber than in the object chamber and sniffed the mouse container longer than the object
container, with proportionally equivalent social preference (Figs 9A and 9B, 10A, and S6 Fig).
Entries into the side chambers did not differ across genotypes, although both groups crossed
more towards the mouse chamber, suggesting mutant mice did not stay longer in the center
simply due to inactivity (S6 Fig). In the social recognition phase Cntnap2 -/- mice again spent
less time than the WTmice in the two side chambers. Both genotypes preferred to spend more
time in the chamber with the novel mouse, and to sniff its container. The Cntnap2 -/- showed a
non significant slight reduction in preference but none of the Genotype x Stimulus interactions
reached significance (Figs 9C and 9D, 10B and S6 Fig). Entries into the side chambers did not
differ across genotypes either, although both groups crossed more towards the novel mouse
chamber, suggesting mutant mice did not stay longer in the center due to inactivity (S6 Fig).
The genotype differences seen in this test are better described as variations in the exploration
and activity patterns, with secondary effects of social behavior, as the exploration pattern of the
Cntnap2 -/- in the 3-chamber apparatus was already significantly different during the
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habituation phase, when no social stimuli were present. Hyper- or hypo-activity did not seem
to be a confounding factor as there were no significant genotypic differences in chamber cross-
ings for either model (S6 Fig).
Reciprocal social interaction. In the reciprocal social interaction assay, in which pairs of
genotype- and age-matched mice are allowed to freely interact, neither 16p11.2 df/+ nor
Cntnap2 -/- mice showed social interaction deficits. 16p11.2 df/+ pairs maintained a shorter
distance between each other thanWT-WT pairs (Fig 11A; see all statistical results in S17
Table). 16p11.2 df/+ pairs were in close proximity and engaged in active, passive and reciprocal
social behaviors for as long as the WT-WT pairs but remained in nose-to-back interactions for
longer thanWT pairs (Fig 11B and 11D). Cntnap2 -/- pairs maintained a distance between
Fig 9. Mouse preference for a social stimulus versus a non-social stimulus (sociability) and recognition of a social stimulus in the three-chamber
test. A: During the sociability phase the percent time spent in each of the three chambers showed that all groups spent more time in the social chamber as
shown by a significant Chamber Type main effect (in a 2-way mixed model Genotype x Chamber Type ANOVA). The Cntnap2 -/- mice spent less time in the
side chambers compared to theWT control mice as shown by a significant Genotype main effect (with no significant Genotype x Chamber Type interaction).
B: During the sociability phase all groups sniffed more the social container as shown by a significant Stimulus Type main effect (in a 2-way mixed model
Genotype x Stimulus Type ANOVA). The Cntnap2 -/- mice spent overall less time sniffing than the WT control mice as shown by a significant Genotype main
effect (with no significant Genotype x Stimulus Type interaction). C: During the recognition phase the percent time spent in each of the three chambers
showed that all groups spent more time in the novel mouse chamber than in the familiar mouse chamber. The Cntnap2 -/- mice again spent less time in the
side chambers compared to theWT control mice (analysis as in A). D. During the recognition phase all groups sniffed more the novel social container. The
Cntnap2 -/- mice again spent overall less time sniffing than theWT control mice (analysis as in B). Time in each chamber was recorded automatically,
whereas sniffing time was scored manually Data shown are means ± SEM. (Chamber or Stimulus Type main effect: ###p < .001; Genotype main effect: *p <
.05, **p < .01).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g009
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each other similar to that of WT-WT pairs (Fig 11A; see all statistical results in S19 Table). The
durations and rate of all types of interactions showed no effect of Genotype (Fig 11B and 11D).
Ultrasonic vocalizations were very rare during testing and did not differ by genetic back-
ground or genotype. An alternative design, in which mutant mice of both models were paired
an unfamiliar WT mouse from each colony rather than with another mutant, was also used,
and similarly did not uncover social interaction deficits (see S7 and S8 Figs; S18 and S20
Tables).
Urine-exposure open field. We used the open field test to measure scent marking and
ultrasonic vocalizations of male mice in response to the scent of urine from an estrous female.
Scent-marking is a response of males to attract females, used to demarcate territories and
requires no social experience [57, 58]. Ultrasonic vocalizations, on the other hand, are particu-
larly sensitive to the social context as they are elicited by the combination of social experience
with females and female scent exposure. This test and associated responses are, therefore, a
valuable tool to investigate the social behavior of murine models of disease [59] and expand the
characterization of the 16p11.2 df/+ and Cntnap2 -/- models. Overall, 16p11.2 df/+ mice
responded to the urine exposure similarly to WT control mice; whereas Cntnap2 -/- mice
showed reduced vocalizations in response to the female urine stimulus.
In particular, during the baseline session, 16p11.2 df/+ mice did not differ from their WT
controls in total distance travelled, either in the whole arena or in the center, although they
spent more time in the center of the chamber (Fig 12A; see all statistics in S21 Table). During
the exposure session in which urine from an estrus female is placed in the center of the cham-
ber, 16p11.2 df/+ mice covered more distance overall, but did not seem to prefer the center (Fig
12B). 16p11.2 df/+ andWT mice vocalized and scent-marked to the same extent (Fig 12C and
12D).
Fig 10. Proportion of total time sniffing a stimulus in the three-chamber social test. In the three-chamber social test the proportion of the total time
sniffing the novel mouse or an alternative (social or not) can be used as a measure of preference, with a dashed line at 50% indicating a lack of preference. A:
All groups showed a strong preference for the social stimulus without any genotype effects; B: All groups showed a strong preference for the novel social
stimulus, with no genotype effects. Sniffing was scored manually. Data shown are means ± SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g010
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During the baseline session, Cntnap2 -/- mice did not differ from their WT controls in total
distance travelled or time spent in the center of the chamber (Fig 12A; see all statistics in S22
Table). During the exposure session, however, they were hyperactive, although they spent the
same time in the center as WT mice (Fig 12B). Cntnap2 -/- mice showed significantly less
scent-marking during the baseline phase and vocalized less than WTmice during the exposure
Fig 11. The reciprocal social interaction test did not show deficits in social behavior in either model. A: The time in which the mice were closer than 5
cm was similar for the two mutants as compared to their respective WT controls. All behaviors with the exception of the active, passive and reciprocal
interactions were recorded using an automated system. B: During social interactions, 16p11.2 df/+ pairs were closer to each other as compared to the WT
control pairs, whereas Cntnap2 -/- pairs did not show a difference compared to their corresponding WT control pairs; C: Number of interactions of the nose of
a mouse towards the front, side or back of the paired mouse. 16p11.2 df/+ mice showed a slight increase in the number of interactions, but only for the
interactions towards the back. Cntnap2 -/- mice were similar to their control WT mice; D: Active, passive and reciprocal interactions were similar between
mutants and their respective controls. Data shown are means ± SEM. (*p < .05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g011
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phase (Fig 12C and 12D), suggestive of deficits in response to an olfactory social stimulus, to
pre-exposure to a female, or a decreased territorial response.
Cognition
Procedural T-maze. The procedural T-maze measures the ability of an experimental sub-
ject to learn a rule focusing on “what needs to be done” rather than “where one should go”. The
Fig 12. Activity, vocalizations andmarking in the urine-exposure open field. Female-experienced male mice are first habituated to an arena and then
presented with a small quantity of urine from a female in estrous. A: During the baseline session 16p11.2 df/+ mice explored the center of the arena more
than the WTmice, whereas Cntnap2 -/- showed no differences from its WT control; B: during the exposure session all groups explored the center similarly; C:
Ultrasonic vocalizations emitted during the exposure session showed deficits in the Cntnap2 -/- mice but not in the 16p11.2 df/+ as compared to their WT
controls; D: Similarly, Cntnap2 -/-, but not 16p11.2 df/+ mice, showed deficits in scent marking during both baseline and urine exposure. Data shown are
means ± SEM. (*p < .05; **p < .01).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g012
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reversal phase assesses behavioral flexibility, as animals need to inhibit a preponderant
response to accurately perform under a new rule. Versions of this task have been used to
explore perseveration and the role of cortico-striatal and hippocampal circuits [60, 61].
16p11.2 df/+ and their corresponding WT mice learned the procedural rule with the same
speed during the initial acquisition and reversal, and showed therefore no deficit, whereas
Cntnap2 -/- mice acquired the tasks significantly faster than the WT control mice although
performed normally during reversal (Fig 13 and S9 Fig; see S23 and S24 Tables for all
statistics).
Sensory-Motor Gating
Prepulse inhibition of startle. The startle response is a basic behavioral reaction to a
strong auditory or tactile stimulus. The prepulse inhibition of startle (PPI) describes a phenom-
enon by which a non-startling sound preceding the startling sound by a few milliseconds
reduces the amplitude of the startle response. This test has been used to study pre-attentive
processes, a hallmark of schizophrenia [62–64]. 16p11.2 df/+ mice did not show differences
from their WT controls during the startle test or PPI. Cntnap2 -/- mice did not differ in their
startle response; however, they showed significantly higher PPI than their WT controls (Fig 14;
S25 and S26 Tables).
Repetitive/Anxiety-like Behavior
Marble burying. The robust response of rodents to a novel “diggable”medium is sensitive
to pharmacological profile, making it a common assay for the assessment of anxiety, stereo-
typic and/or obsessive-compulsive-like behavior [65, 66]. The test has been frequently used to
characterize mouse models of autism [67]. 16p11.2 df/+ mice buried an equivalent number of
marbles as compared to WT controls and were hyperactive, whereas Cntnap2 -/- mice did not
differ from its corresponding control in either measure (Fig 15; S27 and S28 Tables).
Inter-Individual Variability
Because individuals with a 16p11.2 deletion show wide phenotypic variation [28–31], we
assessed if there was more variable behavioral expression in the 16p11.2 df/+ (or in the
Cntnap2 -/-) mice than in their corresponding WT mice. We first rescaled all data for proper
comparison across tests taking z-scores for WT and mutant mice together, separately for each
model. Thus, for each mouse, we calculated z-scores for each of the many behavioral endpoint
measures or features. We hypothesized that mice that have extreme traits will tend to be outli-
ers for many features across many tests. The average z-scores for each subject will then reflect
their extreme traits. Also, to explore heterogeneity due to incomplete penetrance, we proposed
that, if within each group there are mice which present with almost normal traits and others
with extreme traits, then the mutant group z-score variability will be larger. We therefore took
the average z-score for each mouse (ignoring its sign) across features and explored genotype
effects (see Materials and Methods). The two mouse mutant groups showed z-scores group
averages and standard deviations almost identical to those of the corresponding WT control
groups (S10 Fig), showing no signs of increased variability in behavioral traits in any group.
Summary and Discussion
As part of a larger project encompassing the study of several mutant models of autism, we have
compared two models using a comprehensive battery covering autism-related behavioral
domains and health. Although inter- and intra-laboratory replicability issues need to be
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seriously considered in any behavioral project, we did not set up to replicate the exact proce-
dures used in previous publications, but rather to establish a comparative database in which
similarities and commonalities among models can be explored. We sought to address inter-lab-
oratory replicability by having all models phenotyped by the same lab and will address intra-
lab reproducibility by replicating the most robust findings from the five models. Analysis of all
our findings will perhaps identify behavioral commonalities across etiologies.
Overall, we found that the 16p11.2 df/+ model had a mild phenotype that included
decreased anxiety-like features and increased activity without changes in social behavior.
Fig 13. Acquisition and reversal in the procedural T-maze. In the procedural T-maze mice are trained to reach a platform on one side of the maze. After
they perform correctly 6 out of 8 trials in two consecutive days, the platform position is reversed and mice are trained under the new rule. A: The proportion of
mice that reached criteria during the acquisition (maximum 8 days) shows that there were no deficits in the 16p11.2 df/+ mice but Cntnap2 -/- mice learned
the task faster; B: during reversal (6 days maximum) there were no deficits either. Note the reversal data for Cntnap2WTmice are identical to that of the
Cntnap2 -/- mice. Data shown are proportions of mice that started the task (Genotype Factor, Survival Analysis, Chi Square: **p < .01).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g013
Fig 14. Prepulse inhibition of startle in the twomodels. PPI reflects the % decrease in startle to a sound when preceded by a quieter pre-pulse sound. A:
Both mutant groups showed startle responses (arbitrary unit) similar to those of their WT control mice; B: Cntnap2 -/- but not 16p11.2 mice showed stronger
prepulse inhibition of startle than the correspondingWT control mice. Data shown are means ± SEM. (*p < .05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g014
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Interestingly, Cntnap2 -/- mice also showed hyperactivity and possibly reduced anxiety. They
also showed some deficits in response to a social stimulus (urine) although we did not replicate
published social deficits in the 3-chamber or the social interaction tests. It should be noted that
our standard practice is to provide enrichment to all mice, which could have beneficial effects
on its own. Although we could not fully compare husbandry conditions with the originating
labs, mice in our study were housed in a more enriched environment, a variable that should be
further investigated in follow up studies. It is possible that our enriched housing explains why
we observed milder phenotypes than those reported elsewhere. Cage enrichment is an impor-
tant experimental factor that is well known to influence higher order behaviors such as social
cognition and potentially ameliorate deficits in animal models of disease [68, 69]. Enrichment,
however, has not been shown to reduce the reproducibility of experimental results [70].
In our assessments of health and development, 16p11.2 df/+ mice showed reduced body
weight compared to the WT mice as neonates, a difference that grew larger with age. We did
not find significant differences in milk content contrary to Horev et al.’s findings in a different
mixed strain (50% C57BL/6N and 50% 129Sv) [22]. We used ultrasonic vocalizations as a way
to assess the pups' sensitivity to social isolation and thermal challenge. We did not replicate the
published abnormal neonatal ultrasonic vocalizations, although we did not pursue a spectral
analysis. USVs do modulate the dam’s retrieval response in some situations but they do not
consistently do so [71, 72] and therefore caution is needed when interpreting phenotypic dif-
ferences in USVs in terms of communication intent, success or failure. We observed a robust
number of calls in the 16p11.2 mixed background strain demonstrating that our experimental
protocol was suitable for a comparison between the 16p11.2 df/+ mice and its control. How-
ever, the same protocol elicited few calls in the C57 background suggesting that there was not
sufficient dynamic range to look for reduced vocalizations in the Cntnap2 -/- mice. In addition
to genotype differences we observed large genetic background effects. In general, the mixed
Fig 15. Number of marbles and activity in the marble burying test. In the marble burying test mice are presented with a novel diggable medium. Marbles
are placed on the surface to help quantify the amount of digging shown by the mice. A: Number of marbles buried was not different between the mutants and
their respective WT controls; B: Locomotor activity in 16p11.2 df/+ mice was greater than that WT control mice, whereas the Cntnap2 -/- mice were as active
as the corresponding WTmice. Data shown are means ± SEM. (*p < .05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.g015
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129/C57 background mice seem to be more mature than the C57, with earlier eye opening, bet-
ter motor coordination, and heavier body weights. This may be related to hybrid vigor.
16p11.2 df/+ mice showed minor signs of motor incoordination as neonates, but otherwise
were similar to their WT controls in attaining developmental milestones. In the NeuroCube
test of gait and locomotion, 16p11.2 df/+ adults showed significant differences in several fea-
tures, some possibly due to decreased body weight. Cntnap2 -/- neonates tended to roll on their
sides more often and righted themselves less often. They, however, performed faster in a geo-
taxis test. This improved performance in the latter test resembles published results showing
better rotarod performance in the adults, faster reactions to pain stimulation, and faster com-
pletion of an olfactory task [24]. During NeuroCube testing as adults, Cntnap2 -/- mice showed
significant differences in speed and gait, as compared to the WT mice. The features showing a
genotype effect seem correlated to the increased velocity of the mutants, although velocity may
not account for all the changes in gait features.
SmartCube showed that 16p11.2 df/+ mice had a signature likely driven by their higher
activity levels. The Cntnap2 -/- mice were also more active and showed possibly reduced motor
competence, although it remains to be tested if this is related to the heightened locomotor
activity. We did not find evidence of an anxious phenotype as both models also showed
reduced latencies to approach an aversive stimulus and reduced freezing. These results were
corroborated by data from the marble-burying test. 16p11.2 df/+ mice were no different from
WT controls in the number of marbles they buried although heterozygous mutants were
hyperactive. For the Cntnap2 -/- mice, there were no observed changes in marble burying or
activity.
Cntnap2 -/- mice did not display increased grooming during the SmartCube behavioral test
or in the vivarium (i.e., lack of noticeable behavior or barbering patterns). Similar to the
16p11.2 df/+ deletion model, and in agreement with the published phenotype, the Cntnap2
mutants were hyperactive in several tests. As reported, we did not find evidence of heightened
anxiety-like behavior, and we did not observe seizures during behavioral testing. Although we
observed social deficits in one test (urine-open field), we failed to find differences in the
3-chamber and reciprocal social interaction test. These results are somehow at odds with the
published literature [24], and could be (partially) explained by procedural differences, such as
housing in an enriched environment, among labs. In fact, in another reciprocal interaction
study in which Cntnap2 -/- mice were tested during their subjective night, we found no differ-
ences in interaction durations or bouts, although mutants were more active and, perhaps as a
consequence, followed the paired mouse more than control mice (not shown). Whereas there
were no differences in the three-chamber test, 16p11.2 df/+ were closer to and interacted more
with a partner in the reciprocal social interaction test. In the urine-open field test 16p11.2
mutants spent more time in the center, during the baseline session, but vocalized and scent-
marked normally. Based on three social tests, the three-chamber social interaction and two ver-
sions of the reciprocal social interaction test, we failed to find clear social deficits in either
mutant model. This is in contrast with published results showing decreased interaction time
and beneficial effects of oxytocin in the Cntnap2model [73, 74].
On the other hand, we observed a decrease in the number of ultrasonic vocalizations in the
Cntnap2 -/- mice during the urine-exposure open field test, consistent with the view that this
model exhibits social deficits. This result should be interpreted with some caution, however, as
the effect size for this highly variable measure was low and, when these animals were tested
during their subjective night in a different study, this deficit was no longer present (not
shown). In the 3-chamber test, Cntnap2 -/- mutant mice showed a different pattern of explora-
tion during the non-social habituation session and later on, during the social choice phase.
Indeed, Cntnap2 -/- mice explored the side chambers of the 3-chambered apparatus less,
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despite the different stimuli present. Thus, while they explored the sides less when two mice
had been placed there (social recognition phase), suggesting a social deficit, they also explored
less the sides when they were empty (habituation phase). Activity did not seem to confound
these results as entries into the side chambers were not significantly different across genotypes.
In the urine-exposure open field test, 16p11.2 df/+ mice, instead, did not show differences as
compared to the WT control mice. This is somehow at odds with published literature showing
that this model, in a different genetic background, has a significantly decreased response to
female mice [75]. However, this paper also showed that such 16p11 df/+ mice have robust sen-
sory deficits, exemplified by the lack of startle response. This in contrast with the normal startle
response presented here, suggesting major differences between the two models in these differ-
ent genetic backgrounds [76].
In a test of cognition and behavioral flexibility, 16p11.2 df/+ showed normal acquisition and
reversal in a procedural T-maze. Although cognitive deficits in a fear conditioning task, revers-
ible by a mGluR5 antagonist, have been described [77], it is possible that the differing neural
circuitry that drive the two tasks are responsible for the discrepancy. Cntnap2 -/- mice, instead,
showed faster acquisition with normal reversal. Their improved performance resembles the
reported improved performance in the rotarod, and suggests that tests of arousal may be of
interest. Although it has been reported that this model has a deficit in the reversal of a spatial
learning and memory task [24] our results do not support a general “resistance to change”
phenotype.
In short, the 16p11.2 df/+ mice showed increased activity and decreased body weight, con-
firming published reports in this same model and in a different 16p11.2 deletion model, estab-
lished on a different genetic background [23]. One of the core domains of autism, social
behavior, was not affected, in agreement with previous reports despite the use of different back-
ground strains [22]. We did not observe increased repetitive behavior in the tests included in
our battery. Another result consistent with previous reports is a marginally significant birth
ratio biased against the mutant mice in this mixed background (with an average 50% C57BL/6J
and 50% 129S1/SvImJ), which implies some variability in the penetrance of the genetic insult,
during either pre- or postnatal development. A deficiency in the sperm ability to fertilize the
egg in vivo and a progressive loss of transmission with each generation of backcrossing to
C57B6/J may explain this bias. However, the success of in vitro fertilization using C57B6/J eggs
argues against sperm-specific deficits such as motility (Cathleen Lutz, Jackson Laboratories,
personal communication). The dependency of these deficits on the background strain is further
shown by Horev et al.’s findings showing some postnatal lethality in a C57B6/N x 129S7/
SvEvBrd-Hprt1b-m2 F1 background [22] but successful transmission without significant
lethality on a C57B6/N pure background (Mills, personal communication).
We found no evidence of increased variability in behavioral traits in any group. The lack of
increase variability is consistent with the bulk of the data collected, where the mutant groups
did not seem to be particularly more variable than the control groups. It possible that genetic
backgrounds with little genetic variability, such as those used here, may not be the most appro-
priate to analyze incomplete penetrance predictions for these mutations.
The goal of this study was to conduct a thorough behavioral characterization of mouse mod-
els of autism with construct validity in order to find a robust phenotype. We took a broad
approach in hopes of identifying quantitative, replicable behaviors that could be useful for drug
development. Whether a model exhibits a strong or weak behavioral phenotype may affect its
usefulness, but not its construct validity.
We believe that studying mouse models with robust construct validity is imperative, as they
carry mutations that are found in humans with autism, even if these mice do not necessarily
phenocopy human autism symptoms. Indeed, we did not expect the mouse models to
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recapitulate all of the autism domain deficits (to the extent that that is possible in a lower spe-
cies); rather, we hoped to discover robust and consistent behaviors that may be useful for dis-
tinguishing the effects of treatment in future studies. Our study shows that these behavioral
phenotypes are quite complex has although it identified hyperactivity as a common phenotype
in both models.
We would also like to stress that we hope our comprehensive battery provides the scientific
community with informative data beyond just its major conclusions. Negative results can
sometimes be as informative as positive results. For example, while we found only subtle devel-
opmental differences in these models, this information might be very useful for other research-
ers in interpreting results from their own labs when using these mice.
Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement
PsychoGenics is an AAALAC accredited facility (Unit Number– 001213) and work is per-
formed under PHS OLAW Assurance #A4471-01. This study was carried out in strict accor-
dance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of
the National Institutes of Health. The protocol was approved by the Committee on the Ethics
of Animal Experiments of PsychoGenics. All efforts were made to minimize suffering and max-
imize animal welfare.
Subjects
16p11.2 line. Breeders: A cohort of 40 WT female B6129SF1/J (catalog #101043) and 20
df/+ male B6129S-Del(7Slx1b-Sept1)4Aam/J mice (catalog #013128) were provided by The
Jackson Laboratory at 5.1–6.1 weeks of age. B6129SF1/J mice are F1 offspring of C57BL/6J
females and 129SvImJ males. B6129S-Del(7Slx1b-Sept1)4Aam/J mice are generated from fro-
zen sperm of df/+ mice mated to C57BL/6J mice for a minimum of two generations and used
to fertilize B6129SF1/J oocytes. This line is maintained at Jackson Laboratory, where resultant
df/+ mice are bred with B6129SF1/J mice.
Cntnap2 line. Breeders: A cohort of 40 female and 20 male Cntnap2 -/- (B6.129(Cg)-
Cntnap2tm1Pele/J) mice (catalog #017482), backcrossed to C57BL/6J for more than 10 genera-
tions, was provided by The Jackson Laboratory at 4.1–9.4 weeks of age. Breeders for the last
experimental cohort 3 of the Cntnap2 line were unrelated heterozygous offspring of the origi-
nal breeders.
PsychoGenics breeding scheme. Mice were set in trios (2 females:1 male) and left together
for three days. Breeding was done three times to generate experimental animals. Breeders were
8.0–9.0, 15.9–17.0, and 26.0–27.0 weeks of age when bred for the 16p11.2 line cohorts 1–3, and
8.0–11.6, 15.0–19.6, and 6.1–7.1 weeks of age when bred for the Cntnap2 line cohorts 1–3. See
S1 Results and S4 Table for breeding efficacy, gender, and genotype ratios. All testing was done
in male mice unless otherwise noted. Mutants and their wild type controls were littermates. As
specified by the original developer of the test [78], two-month old 129SVE male mice (Taconic
Farms) were used as stimulus mice in the three-chamber test. Age-matched male (~P45) unfa-
miliar littermates were used as stimulus mice for the homogenous social interaction design.
General Procedures
Mice were housed in OptiMice cages (Animal Care Systems, Inc.) on a 12/12hr light/dark cycle
where 20–23°C room temperature and a relative humidity of 50% was maintained. Chow and
water was provided ad libitum for the duration of the study and mice were checked twice daily
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for general health, food, and water. Husbandry included enrichment, namely, shredded paper
(Enviro-Dri; W.F. Fisher & Son Inc., NJ; Product 08ENV3000) and a nylabone (Bio-Serv, NJ;
Product K3200). Breeders also received an amber-colored polycarbonate igloo for extra enrich-
ment (Bio-Serv, NJ; Product K3328). On P0, pups were tattooed using non-toxic ink applied
under the skin of their toe and a tail snip sample was taken for genotyping (see S1 and S2 Meth-
ods; S1 and S2 Figs, S1 and S2 Tables for genotyping protocol). Once the genotype results were
available (around P2), the litter size was culled down to N = 8 pups, removing mainly females
via decapitation. Thus, litter size range was (3–8) after culling. Animals were weaned in 2:2
mixed-genotype, same sex groups of four with shredded paper, one nylabone, and one polycar-
bonate amber-colored tunnel (3 7/8” long x 2” inside diameter) (Bio-Serv, NJ; Product K3323)
per cage. Testing occurred between 10:00 and 17:30 in separate experimental rooms. Tests
were conducted blind to genotype. Tables 3 and 4 show the series of tests completed longitudi-
nally by the same animals per cohort. A small third cohort was bred to increase the number of
neonates tested as the first round of testing produced slightly less than the 16 males required.
As the first round of breeding did not produce enough mice to reach the goal of 16 mice, we
included 6 females in the Cntnap2 -/- and associated WT group and later added males form
the third cohort to complete 16 males for the neonatal test. As inclusion of females did not
change the statistical results we present the results of all pups (16 males and 6 females per
group). Females were not tested in any of the adult assays. Euthanasia is required at first signs
of illness, severe dehydration and/or emaciation defined as a loss of greater than 20% body
weight with failure to regain weight while on a free feeding regimen, lack of righting reflex, cat-
alepsy, morbidity, increased repetitive convulsions, respiratory distress, or hemorrhage.
Although no mice were euthanized for any of these reasons, mice were sacrificed at the end of
the study using methods consistent with recommendations of the 2013 American Veterinary
Medical Association (AVMA) Guidelines on Euthanasia. Carbon dioxide gas was used and
euthanasia was verified by observation of breathing and color of the animal, and by palpation
of the heart in addition to loss of reflexes. Required further verification of death was accom-
plished via cervical dislocation.
Neonatal Assessment
Neonatal phenotyping assessments including body temperature and isolation tests were con-
ducted at P4, P7 and P15 (see also S3 Methods and S3 Table) [48, 79]. The following were mea-
sured during the isolation tests: frequencies of square crossing, pivot, stretch attend, grooming,
rearing, sniffing, jumping, rolling, and ultrasonic vocalization, geotaxis, and righting reflex.
Immediately after the animals’ second temperature was recorded, animals were tested in the
geotaxis and righting reflex tests. Body weight was measured last.
The cage with the mother and the litter was taken to the testing suite with a room tempera-
ture of about 24°C. The mothers were taken out of the cages and placed in new cages with
water and food available and left in an anteroom until her pups had all been tested. Pups
remained in the home cage with familiar bedding and nest material and were placed inside an
Table 3. Time-Course of Tests for Cohort 1.
Observations in Order P30 P60 P80 P90
1 Body weight
p p p p
2 3-chamber test
p
3 T-maze
p
4 SmartCube
p
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.t003
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incubator at ~34°C for a 30 min adaptation period in the interior testing room. The time that
the pups were placed in the incubator was noted and incubator temperature was monitored
and controlled at all times.
At the start of testing, the time was noted along with the temperature of the room and incu-
bator. One pup at a time was removed from the incubator and the axial body temperature was
immediately taken. The pup was then placed in a clean Plexiglas chamber atop a laminated
grid-paper for a 2 minute observation. One person scored square crossing, pivot, stretch
attempt, rolling, sniffing, rearing, jumping, and grooming frequency while another person
counted ultrasonic vocalization (USV) calls using a Peterson bat detector (model D100). The
isolation USV response was also measured by means of an ultrasound microphone placed
about 6 cm above the pup. USV were recorded with Med Associates microphones and software
(ANL-940-1 microphone and amplifier; RECORDER software; Med Associates Inc., St Albans,
VT). As the sensitivity of this system proved low for possible accurate future frequency analy-
sis, a second group of pups was used to record USVs through microphones with Avisoft soft-
ware (Avisoft CM16/CMPA microphone with UltraSoundGate 416Hb; RECORDER USGH
software). At the end of 2 minutes, the axial body temperature (T2) was taken and tests for geo-
taxis and righting reflex were performed.
Geotaxis. Tested the ability of the animal to orient itself when placed face down on an
inclined platform (approximately 35° inclination). This test measured motor coordination and
the vestibular system. Animals had a maximum of 60 seconds to complete the test. A second
attempt was given if the animal fell. When the animal was able to complete the task in less than
60 seconds, that time was noted. Otherwise, the level of completion at the end of 60 seconds
was indicated.
Righting reflex (RR). The ability of one animal to right after being placed on its back. A
righting reflex assessment scored the time (in seconds) it took the animal to right itself. The
animal was given 3 consecutive righting reflex trials and a maximum of 30 s to complete each
trial.
Milk score. Milk was scored as present or not; in few cases at P7 it was difficult to decide
as the skin becomes relatively less transparent and very fine fur starts to grow. Once testing for
each animal was completed, the pup was clearly marked with a Sharpie to indicate that the ani-
mal had been tested and was returned to the home cage inside of the incubator. After the litter
had been tested, the cage with the pups was taken back to the anteroom and the mother was
placed in the cage with the pups and the familiar bedding. The family was then brought to the
colony room and left without further disturbance.
Eye opening. Eyes were scored at P13 as closed, half open and open (scores of 0, 0.5 and 1,
respectively). A combined score for both eyes was obtained by summing the two scores and
used for analysis.
Table 4. Time-Course of Tests for Cohort 2.
Observations in Order P30 P45-52 P60 P90
1 Body weight
p p p
2 NeuroCube
p p
3 Reciprocal interaction (same genotype pairs)
p
4 Reciprocal interaction (WT mouse stimulus)
p
5 Marble burying
p
6 Urine open ﬁeld
p
7 Startle-PPI
p
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134572.t004
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Three-Chamber Test
Procedures and apparatus were based on those described in the literature [78]. The apparatus
was a clear Plexiglas chamber (L: 83.82cm xW: 40.64cm x H: 22.86cm), divided in three
equally sized compartments separated by 2 sliding doors (L: 5cm x H: 8cm). The choice test
had four 10-minute phases: (1) Habituation 1 –the test mouse was placed in the middle cham-
ber and allowed to explore the middle chamber with the doorways into the two side chambers
closed; (2) Habituation 2 –the doorways into the two side chambers were opened and the
mouse was allowed to explore all three chambers of the apparatus; (3) Sociability–the test
mouse was allowed to explore the three chambers with an unfamiliar stimulus mouse enclosed
in a wire cage (D: 10cm, H: 10.5cm) in one side chamber and an empty wire cage (novel object)
in the other; (4) Preference for Social Novelty—the test mouse was allowed to explore the three
chambers with an unfamiliar stimulus mouse in the wire cage that was previously empty and
the first stimulus mouse (now familiar) remained on the other. The location of the first stimu-
lus mouse alternated between the left and the right sides of the social test box across subjects.
Measures were taken of the amount of time spent in each chamber by the Limelight tracking
software (ActiMetrics). In addition, a human observer scored the time spent sniffing each wire
cage. The nose was required to be within 1 cm of the wire cage for this behavior to be scored.
Stimulus mice used in the experiment were 2 month-old 129SVE male mice (Taconic Farms)
that had been habituated to the wire cages over three 10-min sessions.
T-Maze
Mice were brought into the experimental room 30 min prior to testing. Each mouse underwent
8 trials per day and each trial lasted a maximum of 60 s. The water was maintained at 25±1°C,
and the platform was located 0.5–1 cm below the surface of the water. The water was opaque,
and the maze was constructed of black Plexiglas. During procedural acquisition, mice were
trained to go to one side of the maze, utilizing an egocentric strategy (that is, to always turn left
or turn right- counterbalanced across subjects- after reaching the end of the stem), to locate the
platform and escape the water. Criterion for acquisition was 6 correct choices for two consecu-
tive days. During reversal, for 6 consecutive days mice were required to go to the opposite side
in order to reach the platform. Incorrect arm choices were resulted in closure of the incorrect
arm door for 10 s. After 10 s, the door was lifted and mice were then allowed to reach the plat-
form in the opposite arm for trial completion. Mice remained on the platform for 10 s. Mea-
sures included proportion of mice that reached the platform during acquisition and reversal,
days required to reach criterion for mice that succeeded, and percent correct during reversal.
SmartCube
To enable phenotyping of mouse models of human disorders and testing of compounds for
behavioral effects relevant to psychiatric disease, PsychoGenics developed SmartCube, an auto-
mated system in which mouse behavior is captured by digital video using novel, proprietary
hardware that presents multiple challenges in a test session and is analyzed with computer
algorithms. Digital videos of the subjects are processed with computer vision algorithms to
extract more than 1400 dependent measures including frequency and duration of behavioral
states such as grooming, rearing, etc., and many other features obtained during the test session.
Using machine learning techniques chosen to best separate pharmacological effects of refer-
ence compounds, the behavioral signatures of the mutant mice are then assessed quantitatively
[38, 40–42].
Mice were taken in their home cage to the SmartCube suite of experimental rooms where
they remained until they were placed in the apparatus. A standard SmartCube protocol runs
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for a single session (~45 min). After the session mice were group-housed again and brought
back to the colony room. Any abnormal behavior was noted.
NeuroCube
The NeuroCube (NRC) system is a platform that employs computer vision to detect changes in
gait geometry and gait dynamics in rodents [38]. Mice were allowed to acclimate in the experi-
mental room for 1 h prior to test. Following acclimation to the test room mice were placed in
the NeuroCube system and allowed to walk in the apparatus for a 5-min session. Digital videos
of the subjects were processed through computer segmentation algorithms. The resulting fitted
parameters were then analyzed to extract clips of locomotor behavior. Those clips were further
analyzed to extract information about splay, gait, base, paw position, paw image intensity, limb
coordination and body movement, among other features. The data obtained in this way were
used to define a phenotypic signature. The most dominant features that define the disease phe-
notype (symptom descriptors) were identified and ranked. Complex bioinformatics’ algo-
rithms were employed to calculate the discrimination probability between the mutant and
corresponding WTmice.
NeuroCube features include features describing the geometric aspects of gait such as stride
length, step length and base width. Dynamic features include stride duration, stand duration
and swing duration. In addition to speed, so-called “paw features” include the area, intensity,
perimeter, and minimal and maximal diameter of the paw image. Other measures include
body motion (amount of change and variability of its dimension). NeuroCube also measures
the coordination between limbs and the position of the paws (relative to body center and the
angles defined by every possible three-paw positions).
Reciprocal Interaction
Same genotype pairs. Subject animals were isolated for 2 days before testing. The day
before testing, subject animals were individually habituated to the testing apparatus for 10 min
and same-genotype stimulus animals (that were not of the same litter, were unfamiliar, and
age-matched) were separately habituated to the apparatus in pairs. The day of testing, subject
animals were placed in the testing apparatus for 5 min before a genotype- age- and weight-
matched stimulus animal was placed into the chamber. Behavior and USVs were recorded for
the pair for a total of 10 minutes.
WT stimulus. Subject animals were isolated for 2 days before testing. The day of testing,
subject animals were placed in the testing apparatus for 5 min before an age- and weight-
matched C57 wild type stimulus mouse (that were from the same colony, not of the same litter,
were unfamiliar, and age-matched) was placed into the chamber. Behavior and ultrasonic
vocalizations were recorded for the pair for a total of 10 min. As results with the wild type stim-
ulus were identical to those with the same genotype stimulus, we present here the latter experi-
ment but include the former in S7 and S8 Figs
Behavioral measures. Ethovision XT (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen,
Netherlands) was used to measure distance, proximity, and interaction between animals. We
defined close proximity as the center of the bodies being between 1 and 5 cm apart, and inter-
actions when the distance from the nose to the other mouse body (nose, center, and tail) was
less than 1.5 cm. Interactions of the mice that were active (one mouse sniffing any part of the
other mouse body), passive (recipient of the other subject’s investigation) and reciprocal
(both mice actively sniffing each other) were scored manually for the first 5 minutes of the
test period.
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Marble Burying
Upon individual placement in a cage containing glass marbles, mice have been shown to bury
the marbles [80]. On test day, mice were brought to the experimental room for at least 1 hr
acclimation to the experimental room conditions prior to testing. The mice were placed indi-
vidually in clean mouse cages containing approximately 6 cm of hard wood bedding and
twenty black marbles placed in spaced rows of 5 for a 30 min test session. Distance traveled
during the test was captured by cameras overhead and quantified using VideoTracker Software
(Viewpoint Life Sciences Software, France). At the end of the test mice were removed from the
cages and the number of unburied marbles was counted. A marble was considered buried if it
was covered at least two thirds with bedding.
Urine-Open Field
Procedures were based on those described in the literature [81]. One week before the test,
males were exposed to same-strain females for 5 minutes in a novel cage with fresh bedding.
The day before test a handful of soiled male bedding was placed in the female cages to induce
estrus. Estrus was determined by visual inspection of the vaginal area. The open field was con-
ducted in a dimly lit room. The adult male mice were placed in a clean open field, lined with
paper (Strathmore Drawing Paper Premium, recycled, microperforated, 400 series; Strathmore
Artist Papers, Neenah, WI, USA) and containing some of its own home cage bedding in a cor-
ner of the arena. Open field activity was recorded for 60 min. At the end of the habituation
period, the mouse was placed back in a clean polycarbonate cage with fresh bedding. The home
cage bedding and any feces deposited by the mouse were removed from the open field. Urinary
scent marks deposited on the paper during habituation were visualized under ultraviolet (UV)
light and outlined with pencil for subsequent quantification. Fifteen microliters of fresh female
urine, pooled from 4–6 estrous females, was then pipetted onto the center of the Strathmore
paper, and the mouse was placed back into the open field for 5 min. Open field activity and
ultrasonic vocalizations were recorded. The marked sheets of Strathmore paper were treated
with Ninhydrin spray (LC-NIN-16; TritechForensics, Inc., Southport, NC, USA) then left to
dry for ~12 hours, which allowed the visualization of the urine traces as purple spots.
Once dry, images were scanned and opened in ImageJ (U. S. National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland, USA). Freehand selections of the circled areas (pre-exposure marking)
were removed and copied into a new JPEG image. The pre-exposure and post-exposure images
were processed in 8-bit, with background subtracted, and converted to binary. Particles were
analyzed at 1000-Infinity (pixels) and 0.00–1.00 (circularity), counted, and their area measured.
Startle-PPI
The acoustic startle measures an unconditioned reflex response to external auditory stimula-
tion. The prepulse-inhibition of startle (PPI), measures the degree of inhibition of the startle
response following the presentation of a weak auditory stimulus or prepulse [64]. Mice were
placed in the PPI chambers (Med Associates Inc., St Albans, VT) for a 5 min-session of white
noise (70 dB) habituation. After the acclimation period, the test session automatically started
with a habituation block of 6 presentations of the startle stimulus alone, followed by 10 PPI
blocks of 6 different types of trials. Trial types were: null (no stimuli), startle (120 dB), startle
plus prepulse (4, 8, and 12 dB over background noise i.e. 74, 78, or 82 dB) and prepulse alone
(82 dB). Trial types were presented at random within each block. Each trial started with a 50
ms null period during which baseline movements were recorded. There was a subsequent 20
ms period during which prepulse stimuli were presented and responses to the prepulse were
measured. After further 100 ms the startle stimuli were presented for 40 ms and responses
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recorded for 100 ms from startle onset. Responses were sampled every millisecond. The inter-
trial interval was variable with an average of 15 s (range from 10 to 20 s). In startle alone trials
the basic auditory startle was measured and in prepulse plus startle trials the amount of inhibi-
tion of the normal startle was determined and expressed as a percentage of the basic startle
response (from startle-alone trials), excluding the startle response of the first habituation block.
Bioinformatics for SmartCube and NeuroCube
The most dominant of the features collected that define the phenotype (symptom descriptors)
were identified and ranked using complex proprietary bioinformatics algorithms and an overall
discrimination index was calculated for all features combined or for different subsets of fea-
tures. Graphical representations of the datasets corresponding to the groups compared were
derived and a p-value was calculated to assess the statistical significance of the discrimination
ratios. Top representative features were graphically presented to aid interpretation of differ-
ences (see S4 Methods) [38].
Feature analysis: De-correlation and ranking. The outcome of a SmartCube run is a set of
~1400 features (behavioral parameters) that can be used for various analyses. Many of these fea-
tures are correlated (e.g. rearing counts and supported rearing counts). Therefore, we form statis-
tically independent combinations of the original features (further referred to as de-correlated
features) that discriminate between the two groups more effectively. Each de-correlated feature
extracts information from the whole cluster of the original features, so the new feature space has
lower dimensionality. Next, we apply a proprietary feature ranking algorithm to score each fea-
ture discrimination power (ability to separate the two groups, e.g. control and disease). Ranking
is an important part of our analyses because it weighs each feature change by its relevance: if
there is a significant change in some irrelevant feature measured for a particular phenotype, the
low rank of this feature will automatically reduce the effect of such change in our analyses, so we
do not have to resort to the conventional "feature selection" approach and discard information
buried in the less informative features (S3 Fig). The ranking algorithm can be applied to either
original or the new features to gain insight about the key control-disease differences.
Feature analysis: Quantitative assessment of disease phenotype. In the new decorrelated
feature space, the overlap between the “clouds” (Gaussian distributions approximating the
groups of mice in the ranked de-correlated features space) serves as a quantitative measure of
separability ("distinguishability") between the two groups (S4 Fig). For visualization purposes,
we plot each cloud with its semi-axes equal to the one standard deviation along the correspond-
ing dimensions. Note, however, that while the overlap between any two Gaussian distributions
is always non-zero, it may not necessarily be seen at the "1-sigma level". As in over-determined
systems the discrimination index sometimes can be artificially high, we calculate its statistical
significance by estimating the probability that the result is due to chance.
Top features identification. Working back from the discrimination analysis we can iden-
tify the features that contribute the most to the separation between two groups. Although sta-
tistical significance for differences between groups for the individual top features can be
calculated, the alpha value for such statistical exercise cannot be set to the standard p = .05, as
dozens of features are measured and combed for differences. Instead of over interpreting such
top features we present them, in order to understand the mutant signatures, but refrain from
performing misleading standard statistical tests.
Data Handling
For all tests unless noted otherwise, statistical analyses consisted of one- or two-way ANOVAs
(StatView for Windows Version 5.0.1, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) with Genotype as a
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between-subjects factor and, when appropriate, Session, or Stimulus type as within-subject fac-
tor. Significant interactions between within and between-subject factors were followed by sim-
ple main effects (SPSS, IBM). The level of significance was set at p< .05. No outliers were
removed. For repeated measures ANOVAs, the data of a subject was removed when data was
missing for such subject at a time point. For body weight, the data of cohorts 1 and 2 were com-
bined as no significant main effects of Cohort or interaction with Genotype was found. Cate-
gorical data was analyzed with MannWhitney and frequency data was analyzed with Chi
Square or Fisher Exact as noted.
Penetrance z-score analysis. To rescale all (F) behavioral endpoint measures (features,
herein) for comparison across experimental tests we calculated the z-score, zf,i for each feature
(f) and for each mouse (i), for each model separately. To calculate zf,i we first took the mean
and standard deviation across the all mice corresponding to one model (NWT andMmutant
mice). We could then characterize the ranking of each mouse i within the model group taking
the average score zi across features f. To avoid cancelling positive scores with negative scores,
we first took the absolute value of zf,i. Thus, zi ¼ 1 F
XF
f¼1 jzf ;ij
.
. We expected that, if mutant
mice are extreme every time they are tested, their average zi will be higher than those of WT
mice and therefore the mutant (MT) group mean, zMT ¼ 1 M
XM
i¼1 zi
.
will also be higher than
the WT group mean, zWT ¼ 1 N
XMþN
i¼Mþ1 zi
.
. If mice obtained identical zf,i for every feature,
their average zi will be identical to each zf,i, 8i, and its ranking for each feature will also be its
overall rank.
Assuming that the variability for each feature across mutant mice is σf,MT and for WT mice
is = σf,WT (we simplify for clarity and assume that all features present similar variance), if the
performance of a mouse in the F features are perfectly correlated (reflecting a trait), the vari-
ability of its overall zi would be σMT = σf,MT. If features are not correlated (perhaps reflecting a
state), and a mouse performs unpredictably for each feature, then zi will be closer to the mean
across mice, zMT or zWT, and the standard deviation, σMT or σWT, will be smaller. Therefore, if
in one group of mice (such as the df/+ mice) the penetrance of the mutation is incomplete and
some individuals are very extreme in all experimental tests, and some are not, then both the
group average zMT and its variability σMT will be higher.
Supporting Information
S1 Fig. PCR gel showing a molecular size marker (M) and samples for the WT (1) and df/
+ mouse (2).
(TIFF)
S2 Fig. PCR gel showing a molecular size marker (M) and samples for the WT (1) and-/-
mouse (2).
(TIFF)
S3 Fig. Difference in feature values and feature ranks (green symbols). Relative normalized
difference (%) between feature values in two different sets is calculated and plotted in the order
corresponding to feature ranks together with their ranks varying from 0 to 100%.
(TIFF)
S4 Fig. Visualization of binary discrimination in the ranked de-correlated feature space.
The two highest ranked de-correlated features are chosen to form the 2D coordinate plane for
visualization purposes. Each dot represents a mouse. Mice from the control group are shown
as blue dots and mice from the disease group are plotted in red. The other convenient (from a
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scale perspective) but equivalent measure derived from the cloud overlap is discrimination
probability = 1—overlap which measures how reliably a classifier can be trained to discriminate
between groups A and B above the chance level zero corresponding to 100% overlap and no
ability to distinguish the two groups above the chance level whereas 100% meaning the error
free discrimination.
(TIFF)
S5 Fig. Neonatal tests. During the neonatal, at the three ages studied, mutants and their corre-
sponding controls did not show phenotypic differences for A) the number of grid-paper
squares crossed and B) baseline temperature. Data shown are means ± SEM.
(TIFF)
S6 Fig. The three-chamber test of social behavior showed some differences between
mutants and the corresponding WTmice. A: During the baseline habituation session
16p11.2 mice of both genotypes showed a slight preference for the right chamber. Cntnap2 -/-
mice showed less exploration of the side chambers than the corresponding WT mice. B-C: A
mouse preference sociability (B) and recognition (C) index built combining the time in the side
chambers showed no genotypic differences for either model. D: During the sociability test,
whereas for the 16p11.2 df/+ model there were no effects of genotype or chamber type,
Cntnap2 -/- mice and their control littermates crossed over to the mouse chamber more than
to the object chamber. E: Similarly, during the recognition test, whereas for the 16p11.2 df/
+ model there were no effects of genotype or chamber type, Cntnap2 -/- mice and their control
littermates crossed over to the novel mouse chamber more than to the familiar mouse chamber.
Data shown are means ± SEM. Asterisks refer to differences between genotypes. Numerals
refer to differences between chamber types (Chamber side main effect: #p< .05; ##p< .01;
Genotype main effect: p< .05).
(TIFF)
S7 Fig. In the reciprocal interaction test there were few significant differences. A & D:
Mutant and WTmice travelled similar distances; B & E: The distance between paired mice was
shorter for the 16p11.df/+ mice, although the difference reached significance only with the
same genotype stimulus mouse; C & F: The time in close proximity (less than 5 cm) was not
significantly different between WT and mutant mice. Data shown are means ± SEM (p< .05).
GT = genotype; WT = wild type.
(TIFF)
S8 Fig. In the reciprocal social interaction test there were minor differences between WT
and mutant mice. A & D: The percent of the session time that mice spent either actively, pas-
sively or reciprocally interacting with each other was not different between mutant and WT
mice of either model, with either the same genotype stimulus or the wild type stimulus; B & E:
The number of times per minute that mice engaged in active, passive or reciprocal interaction
was similar for the WT and mutant mice, in both designs; C & F: Mice spent more time with
their nose close to the back of the paired mouse, than to the front or side. With the same geno-
type stimulus mouse, the 16p11.2 df/+ mice spent more time close to the partner’s back than
the WT mice. Data shown are means ± SEM (p< .05). GT = genotype; WT = wild type.
(TIFF)
S9 Fig. In the procedural T-maze mutant and WTmice learned the task at a similar rate as
shown by the percent correct choice during reversal. Data shown are means ± SE.
(TIFF)
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S10 Fig. Averaged z-scores across tests for each mouse.No differences were found comparing
mutant andWT mice. Data shown are means ± SE.
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